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The sword coast map

For Albarn (daughter) Ex-wife of unnamed Spirit Albarn is Maka's father and the current spouse of Lord Death. According to Lord Death himself that's why he's the only one he really thinks his partner makes him Death's favorite. He and Lord Death seem to be friends as they seem to enjoy talking and
spending time with each other. He is also friends with professor Stein and his former partner. In the Japanese version, he was voiced by Tōru Ōkawa who also voiced John &amp;amp; Roy Mustang. In the English version, he is voiced by Vic Mignogna who also voices Edward Elric, Matt Ishida, Fai D.
Flowright, Tamaki Suoh, Obito Uchiha as a young man, Christopher Aonuma, Yoshimori Sumimura, Ikkaku Madarame and Eld Jinn. The Spirit of Personality proves to be a relaxed individual who often teases almost if not every attractive woman she sees and enjoys being illuminated by women. Although
generally not serious when it comes to it he is fully capable of doing so. He also cares deeply about Maka and wants him to see him as a good father who loves him. Because she had cheated on her mother and the seemingly messy divorce had left Maka with a bad view of her father but she knew she
would do anything including give up her own life for him. She shows a huge amount of courage near the end of the manga when she wants to be left and sealed with Asura while telling Maka to stay back and not worry while giving her a smile and thumbs up even though she is secretly terrified. Add
Gallary photos to this gallery Community content is available under CC-BY-SA unless otherwise stated. Death Scythe (デスサイズ, Desu Saizu) Current Weapon of Death Scythe[1] Male Man[1] Death Scythe[1] Then Albarn (daughter)[1] DWMA[4] E.A.T Class[4] Death Scythe[4] Death Scy[4]Substitute
instructor[4]Assistant principal[5] DWMA student[6]Class E.A.T agent[6] Death Scythe Lord (-sama)[1]Mister (as a replacement instructor)[4] Your Full Weapon Transformation ControlWavelength is too young to embrace death!! The power you gain from the willingness to sacrifice your life is smaller than
you think!! Don't give up hope! Cling to life until the moment you die!! —Spirit for the other deaths of scythe and meisters, Chapter 100 Spirit Albarn (スピリッイ‧アルバーン, Driveritto Arubān), also known as Death Scythe (デスサイズ, Desu Saizu), is the demonic weapons partner of the late Death and
the father of Maka Albarn[1] who was transformed into a scythe of death by his ex-wife. [6] According to his familiar calling, he is one of death's weapons and is the most powerful. [1] Personality Spirit is casually silly and influenced young in his personal life along with in the circumstances seriousness.
She is known for her weaknesses as a womanizer, finding solace in being surrounded by women. [7] She is so misguided, because so much she will even take the presence of only female women in DWMA, the action of someone like Soul Eater is creepy. [4] She was unable to stay in a long-term
relationship due to this disability. Despite expressing remorse for cheating on his current ex-wife and claiming to still love her, some like Maka find it hard to believe her repeated mistakes despite her obvious guilt. [8] Spirit was also a caring and passionate parent, longing for his daughter's love and
acceptance,[1] even before having an affair with his wife. [9] Therefore, he has been shown to continue to support her, even when she denies it. [9] In addition, he holds a strong view of parental love, even so sensitive to it that he is willing to change out of the shape of his weapon and hold the collar of



Medusa Gorgon, despite the dangers, to express his disgust, even though he is reduced to tears and unable to say what he wants to say in the first place. [10] Under certain circumstances, he can be serious. He loved his job and held his position as Death Scythe to a high level. He feared losing it after
the resurrection of Asura, feeling that it was his fault Kishin fled because he left Meister's side at the time, Death. [11] She also has a sense of understanding for young students at the academy, a trait that even Franken Stein cannot fully understand herself. [11] He was also compassionate and
compassionate, supporting Sid Barrett's decision to save the Black Star even though Stein was reluctant. [12] He has also shown wisdom, punishing fellow colleagues Alexandre and Zubaidah for wanting to sacrifice their lives, urging them to continue fighting for life until the moment they die[13] and
willing to sacrifice their own lives for the sake of his daughter. [14] Appearance Spirit emerged as a somewhat younger man, his facial features consisting of long red shoulder hair and green eyes. [15] She wore a basic black suit blazer, black dress trousers, olive green buttons down the shirt where it
remained tucked away, a black leather belt with a silver buckle and dress shoes. [16] The most iconic elements of his outfit were his signature black cross tie; also, on the collar of the button down, there are two black crosses on each side. [16] Special Ability to Transform Full Weapons (⾝器器, Zenshin
buki): As a demonic weapon, Spirit is able to transform from its human form into the shape of its weapon as if it were. [3] He is also seen using transformations to avoid attacks. [17] The spirit imaged by Stein Wavelength Control (買嬥, Hachō Kontorōru): According to Franken Stein, Spirit is able to feel
and control his Meister wavelengths to attract his best qualities and is considered his forte. [18] This is because of this ability he has an affinity Women. In battle, he can allow his meister to perform powerful bursts of energy powered by the wavelengths of their souls. [17] Weapon of Death Shinigami-
sama no Buki): The spirit known as the weapon of death (also known as scythe death), has a suitable qualification to be a weapon for Death itself from consuming 99 souls and one evil human soul. [1] Shapeshifting (変化(変化),[1] Kei Taihen: Spirit is able to modify its shape to include or exclude scythe
blades. [19] High Physical Ability (⾼い⾝能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能能, Takai karada nōryoku): The spirit has a great level of physical ability, allowing it to climb the surface of the moon. [20] He is also durable enough to hold several Medusa vector arrows at point blanks. [10]
Thirty-one years ago, Spirit was born into a clan of weapons that served as death's weapons partners for generations, becoming scythe demons. [21] The young spirit exchanged with the younger Stein about a godless world. Eventually, Spirit was among the E.A.T. Class of Death Weapon Meister
Academy and served as Franken Stein's first gun partner for five years. [22] During his partnership, The Spirit often stopped his meister from giving up his madness and at one point, he almost punished him for thinking being an academy student gave him free reign to do as he pleased and attacked one
not from God's Death list. Stein then replied that she wished she had been born in a godless world even though when the Spirit questioned her seriousness, Stein instead replied she was not, given that such a world hurts. [23] During this point in time, he will also be familiar with Azusa Yumi, treating it as
tattletale. [11] Unknown to Spirit, he was secretly experimented with by Stein. [6] Spirit expressed ire at Stein questioning Sid's consideration of taking the Baby Black☆Star. Later, it has entered into a relationship with a woman who is pregnant with her daughter. He would then go on to marry the woman
with his meister gift. [24] Without money but determined to find a wedding ring for her lover, Spirit then buys a special ring from an elderly woman from the street who is said to ward off madness and evil. Given his work, he bought it for him and their expected son. [25] Just days before Maka's birth, Spirit
took part in the Cleanup of the Star Clan by the Death Weapon Meister Academy and supported Sid's decision to take on the only survivors of the clan, babies and the innocent Black Star. He was also quick to assess Stein's harsh judgment not to take the child, with her gun meister having concluded that
the birth of her own child affected her ire. [12] On the same day Sid had taken Black☆Star to the Death Weapon Meister Academy to be raised as his own, Then was born of Spirit and others importantly[26] with the man at the age of eight Years. [9] Spirit then ended his five-year partnership with Franken
Stein around this time after his wife found out and told him that Stein had been experimenting on him for years. [22] Replacing as his weapons partner, his wife eventually managed to make him a scythe of death. [6] During His younger childhood, Roh often read picture books to Maka (the point of origin
for his desire to read) and maintained a close relationship with his daughter. [9] However, his relationship became tarnished with his wife and daughter after he was caught having an out-of-wedlock relationship with another woman. Eventually, this led his ex-wife to file for divorce. [7] The Synopsis of
Death Fest arc Prologues arc Spirit was first seen when Albarn and Soul Eater Evans contacted Shinigami by calling Death Room number 42-42-564. After Shinigami and Maka have a brief conversation to tell Shinigami quickly, the Spirit emerges from behind Shinigami, yelling at Soul. He then tells Soul
not to get involved with Maka or he will pursue [Soul] as his father. Soul responded by commenting that she is too cool for a girl without a body figure like Maka. The spirit gets angry after hearing this, and explodes in Soul, as opposed to asking Soul why he hasn't moved on Maka. Soul then states that he
is obnoxious and the Spirit submits to Maka. He then told Maka that he loved her, but Maka turned his head, stating that he would not even think of her as his father. Roh is emotionally stabbed, and begins to sobb as Shinigami continues his conversation with Soul and Maka. When they finish and say
goodbye, Shinigami turns to Spirit and uses shinigami chop on him to keep him from crying. Spirit is then seen at his favorite cabaret club, Chupa♡Cabra, with Risa and Arisa, two, somewhat, teaser strips/mild male entertainers. Spirit is seen laughing hysterically with the two in his arms. She laughs until
Arisa asks him about his daughter, Maka, whom he freezes and slowly overcomes by his emotions when Lisa explains that she is in the process of getting divorced because of the constant cheating on her from her wife, and how Maka is on her mother's side and she hates him. After Lisa finished, Spirit
cried and ran out the door of the cabaret club, shouting an apology from Maka and that she loved him and his mother. Roh is last seen as she walks into The Death Room, where she is told by Shinigami that Maka could die when she confronts Blair, to whom they believe is a witch. The spirit is worried,
and some turn into scythe in hopes of going and saving Maka, but Shinigami stops him, and encourages him to let Maka take care of him. During the battle, Soul pretends to want to be with Blair and leaves Maka, where the Spirit rejoices, only to become Chopped Shinigami by an unapproved Shinigami.
then pretend further, and tell Maka that he was not under the influence of Blair's magic as Maka thought, and that he only left it because of Blair's body figure, in which the Spirit became a little now that Soul has mentioned it, only to once again become Shinigami Chopped. Then it begins with a light tear,
telling her that she has placed her faith in the Soul for not being horrible, cheating, men like (thinking of her father) all the other men. The Spirit is seen with a serious stare on its face in this case, showing its disappointment in itself and realizing Maka's true feelings towards the Soul. Soul then reveals that
it was a trick against Blair, and Then realized and defeated Blair. Soon after, it is revealed that Blair is not a witch, but a cat with magic powers, and Spirit is last seen offering to be his cat, only to become Shinigami Chopped for the last time. Remedial Bow Lesson 45 6e 74 65 72 20 73 6f 6d 6d 20 74 65
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Maka, but he did not realize that he had gone to Italy with Soul. He became frustrated, for coming to The put him in a possible run-in with Stein, who he hasn't seen for years, and is still very scared of him. She tried to calm down by saying she wasn't afraid, pretending as if she was talking to Maka, saying
that she would face Stein for him. She then has a conflicting change in thinking, and suddenly looks forward to seeing Medusa, as a school nurse, want to seduce her. Dispenser's door then opens, and the Spirit immediately embraces the person who opens it, thinking that it will be Medusa. Instead, it was
Stein, and Spirit jumped into the fetal position under the blanket of the bed in the room. Stein teases the Spirit at first by telling him that he has swapped the middle toes on his feet, where it makes you interesting to see once the Spirit desperately examines his feet. Stein then tells Spirit how she noticed
how quickly Maka had grown up, and how she thought that Spirit's marriage would last forever, making it sound like she didn't know she was divorced. Spirit later told Stein that she had been divorced for a month in a very sad way. Stein later reveals that she is conscious, and The Spirit strangles her.
Stein then tells Spirit that the Demon Sword has appeared, and the two head for Italy. The two then appear as Maka embraces the soul that is badly wounded and will be killed by Crona. Just as Crona was about to attack, Spirit's sword came through the door behind Maka and stabbed Crona. Stein then
breaks down the door, and Spirit then enters, hoping that Maka will appreciate how brave and selfless his father was. But then ignore it as usual. The fight then begins between Stein, Spirit, and Demon Sword. Stein and Spirit made a very good team, and won against Crona, successfully fending off
Ragnarok's Bloody Needles using their special attack, Experimental Ectoplasm. However, Medusa later reveals himself, and throws a parade of Vector Arrows at them. At this point, the two perform Witch-Hunter to destroy the arrows, and Medusa escapes. The A Fight to the Death bow experiment at the
Anniversary Celebration of the Spirit arc first appeared on Shinigami's right hand as he began his opening greetings to DWMA students who had come to the academy foundation's birthday celebrations. After the speech, the Spirit pursued Maka in the impulse to dance with him. She discovers Maka is
going to go dance with Soul, and interrupt, screaming for her to survive so she can dance with herself. He immediately rejected it and the Spirit exploded into a cloud of disappointment. Fortunately, Soul doesn't feel like dancing at the moment, and urges Maka to bond with her father in an attempt to
escape dancing. So disappointingly that she doesn't feel like bonding with the Spirit, but the Spirit makes the most of the moment and interestingly shouts that Soul is right and drags Maka to the dance floor. On the dance floor, it was strangely upset, sadly sad. as two dances, and while the Spirit is in her
own bright and colorful world because of how happy she is to actually dance with her daughter. Roh then begins to tell Maka that he was thinking about his kindergarten graduation, the last time the two danced, and Maka's attitude turned to his usual resentment towards the Spirit. Recounting that
memory, Roh remembers how Maka was so small that she had to dance at her feet, and then after they finished that she danced with her mother. In an unexpected surprise to the Spirit, Maka becomes increasingly irritated by the memory, and tells him that he did not dance with his mother that day,
rather, a mother of another girl he knew. The sweaty spirit realizes that he has completely ruined the moment, and is amazed at how far back Maka can remember such an incident. She tries to cover up her mistake by completely ignoring what she just said and stating that what really matters is the fact
that she is dancing with him now, and that the moment will be a great memory. He then told Maka that he promised to be a better father, but again, was rejected by the uncons believing Maka. When Sid suddenly emerges from the ballroom entrance screaming for everyone to run away while they have
time, Spirit disappears as the lead actor and Stein run to Sid. Free, Medusa, and Eruka Frog then close the ballroom using spatial magic, allowing no one to escape for a whole hour so they can resurrect kishin underground. Using Compulsive Burial, Sid manages to get the lead and Stein out of the
ballroom, and they move to the Sealed Temple. In the first tunnel to the Seal Temple, both Maka and Stein began to feel the soul right out of the shadows in front of them. Thus declaring that he knew the soul was evil, despicable, and the Spirit emerged from the shadows, wounded by how It identified its
soul. Stein then asks Spirit how he has escaped from the trap of spatial magic, and Spirit states that when chasing a woman (referring to Medusa who fled at the time) there is nothing faster than her. Spirit then changed and was caught by Stein and the two decided to stay partnered for the battle. Medusa
soon emerged from the shadows as well and Stein was quick to explain plans to stop the redevelopment of Kishin. After the entire lead actor passes through Medusa, Stein begins her fight by hitting her with the wavelengths of her soul. Before the battle extended to further combat, Spirit partly changed to
talk to Medusa. She stated that she always enjoyed seeing her in a nurse's outfit even though she enjoy more to see him with it off, especially if he is the one who does it. Stein immediately teases Spirit by stating that she danced with him earlier and Spirit became jealous. He then takes his turn to be
serious, and tells Medusa that great shame will come to him as the only Death Scythe on DWMA if Kishin Kishin The fight then begins and Spirit supports Stein when she gets engaged to Medusa. Most of the time, however, Stein and Medusa simply share a conversation about the battle the main cast
has further down the road to the Temple of seals, watching it using perceptions of their souls. The first battle they watched was between Maka and Crona. Stein immediately noticed when The Black Star's soul passed crona, and Maka stayed behind, indicating that he had resisted his orders and chose to
fight the demon's own sword. Roh immediately showed little concern for Maka and was laughed at by Medusa saying that her daughter had entered into a death trap. Roh then smiles, and tells Medusa not to underestimate her daughter. Stein then immediately asks Medusa why she seems to have given
up on her original intention to create Kishin herself through the demon sword and instead chooses to wake Asura using the same black blood. He also asked where he had kidnapped the boy who had become meister's demon sword. Stein assumed that it was all just because Medusa had failed and
mocked her. He later explained that his work was only related to black blood in general, and told him that Crona was in fact his son. Stein then pursues to ask what exactly he plans to do with Crona if he gets his way and Kishin is revived. He told me that his black blood research was complete and he was
done with the experiments he needed this boy, and asked again what happened afterwards. The spirit immediately shows signs of becoming angry as the answer awaits. Medusa then explains that he will only leave Crona, and the Spirit becomes angry. When Medusa began to laugh at their anger
towards his Spirit he ordered him to stop, and became so angry that he went out of his way to walk and reach for Medusa. However, he stands for words, and can't think of what to say to him, and is thrown back at Stein by his vector arrows. The spirit then begins to shed tears at the disgusting thought of
the parent who abandoned his child, but pulls himself together to defeat him. As the battle of Black Blood Resonance continued, both Stein and Spirit became deeply concerned when black blood began to be active in Soul and Thus, however, when the battle was over, the Spirit was soothed by the news
that Maka had managed to end the fight peacefully. As the underground fight gets closer, Stein and Spirit try to try to defeat Medusa, but the fight is pulled out longer by him to prevent the two from continuing to age to Kishin. Spirit immediately asked Stein why she lose its edge, and where its unpleasant
vibrations I will kill you have gone to. When Stein begins to calm down, Spirit can easily read that she is regaining this vibration, and remember that she is in charge of controlling Stein. The battle soon seriously got involved again, and eventually came to Spirit Spirit Stein is on the death lock with Medusa,
holding her from cutting off Stein's head by blocking her nerve endings through a very complicated soul wavelength attack. They stay in this key until suddenly, the madness begins to overflow, and Kishin begins to come back to life. The spirit is embarrassed when he realizes this, but Stein takes
advantage of a drop of Medusa's guard, and slices it in half. The spirit is amazed that Stein is able to do this, and remains amazed until kishin wavelength fades and Stein declares that she has escaped. Roh becomes very disappointed in himself, stating that it was all his fault and that if he had stayed
with Shinigami as he thought, Kishin could have been stopped. BREW - Bow Tempest Internal Investigation Operation Clown Bow Catch Baba Yaga Castle bow Grigori arc Witch's Research arc Salvage arc War on the Moon arc Spirit proved to still be in the Space of Death, discussing about kishin battle
plans. He knew that Death could not leave the city because his soul was bound to Death City. A full revival of the children is necessary for the battle because it is essential to their victory. At the same time the remaining two Death Scythes have arrived. Looks like they've all come. The dead told them to
say goodbye to their loved ones and they would leave as soon as preparations were made. He was upstairs at the school outside waiting and staring at the sky. Then get out. He told her that it was an abuse of authority to call using a public broadcaster to call him plus it was embarrassing to say. He said
that he was sorry and that he wanted to meet him no matter what. He asked if he'd go on a mission on the moon as well. He sighed and said yes, but that was only because it was for an important mission plus it was his first overseas trip in a long time. He said that Liz and Patty made a warrant and then
said, I get it. He said sorry about putting him in a difficult situation with Crona's research and all. He said it's okay since they quit for today. He thought to himself that a father and son don't need to meet in a place like this..... But if that's it then he's just a little rough just now. He asked if he needed
anything from her. He said that he wanted to give her something before going to the moon. He thought it was a letter of caution, but to his surprise it was a ring. It turned out to be her mother's wedding ring. She sent it back to him after the divorce. At that time she was young and broke, so she went to buy
a cheap ring from the street from an old lady. According to the old lady, there is a charm written on the side it's what says that it can purify madness and adversity. It was brought to Maka from all the hard work he did for them and who was born for them. He gave her a ring. Her mother is strong enough
not to fall prey to madness so she is her know that the world is surrounded by madness now. He explained that Maka's mother might want to have it. Then say thank you. He's wearing it. She then mentioned that when her mother got pregnant with her that she wanted a boy, then asked why. She thinks
that a girl who likes her father will have an ins and outs of worry. She seems confused, but she explains that she is happy that it is him and hugs Maka. The spirit then says that he has grown strong and good. He said that Crona was a poor boy raised by Medusa and that he and Stein should not have
stopped them (sex that is not currently officially determined) back when they first met at the Church of Santa-Marianovera. Then it seemed relieved. Then hurried along the way. She later said that she reminded him of his mother's straight forwards. The War on the Moon II arc Spirit accompanied Stein
and many other Death Scythes and Meisters on a plane to the Moon. Once they were on the Moon, the Spirit noticed that Stein was being overcome by her Madness, and compared her to Kishin himself. While fighting against an endless army of clowns, Spirit shows himself to be a very powerful weapon
even without the skilled Meister. He helps the soldiers by passing between the ranks and attacks with soul wavelength attacks. Dark Side Trivia Moon Bow Reference ↑ 1.00 1.01 1.02 1.03 1.04 1.05 1.06 1.07 1.08 1.08 09 1.10 1.11 Soul Eater Manga: Prologue #1 ↑ Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 42 — Spirit
is 18 when Maka is born and in Chapter 42, it is revealed he entered on the same day he was born, where 13 years ago, make Maka 13. 18 + 13 = 31 ↑ 3.0 3.1 3.2 Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 5 ↑ 4.0 4.1 4.2 4.3 4.4 4 5 4.6 4.7 4.8 Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 1 ↑ Soul Eater Super Guidebook: How to Make
a Death Scythe - Spirit's support portion reveals that reluctantly, he also acts as Lord Death's assistant. ↑ 6.0 6.1 6.2 6.3 6.4 6.5 6.6 Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 2 ↑ 7.0 7.1 Soul Eater Manga: Prologue 1 ↑ Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 6 ↑ 9.0 9.1 9.2 9.3 Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 12 ↑ 10.0 10.0 1 Soul
Eater Manga: Chapter 19 ↑ 11.0 11.1 11.2 11.3 Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 23 ↑ 12.0 12.1 Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 57 ↑ Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 100 ↑ Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 112 ↑ Soul Eater Volume 2 features Spirit-colored artwork with green eyes on the page before its contents. ↑ 16.0
16.1 Citing errors: Invalid tags; no text provided for referee named &lt;ref&gt; Episode 1 ↑ 17.0 17.1 Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 94 ↑ Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 63 ↑ Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 17 ↑ Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 105 Soul ↑ Eater Super Guidebook: How to Make Death Scythe ↑ 22.0 22.1
Soul Eater Manga: 2 - Blair: But you were a partner for five years, right? ↑ Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 21 ↑ Soul Eater Manga: Chapter 4 ↑ Soul &lt;/ref&gt; &lt;/ref&gt; Manga: Chapter 90 ↑ Soul Eater Chapter 42: Yen Press English translation, Page 92 92
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